














Method of the Instruction to Avoid Weak Point Awareness to Writing Composition:
From Teaching for Writing Composition in the First Grade and the Guiding Period
Masanobu Akagi
　Many children have an awareness that they are bad at writing composition. They 
cannot find the topic to write about and do not know the form of writing. It is difficult to 
wipe out the awareness of weakness in writing composition. It is desirable that children 
be able to write satisfactorily while they do not become distracted by their hardship 
in writing composition. This paper will review teaching in the first grade and in the 
guiding period in the primary school program, and will try to show now not to emphasis 
awareness of a weak point. It analyses the writing products and the writing process in 
class, and brings out some problems to tackle.
(1) Children can be conscious of the subject (who) and a practice (that happened), when 
they start making a sentence.
(2)  Children can recall and compose their actions orally. They write them down in a 
simple sentence and can translate it from oral composition into written language.
(3) Like actions, they can make sentences of their observation.
(4)  Children can make sentences by linking short sentences to compose their experiences 
as they are.
　Through following these steps from (1) to (4), children can catch the method of writing 
composition and gain confidence in writing. The paper found the awareness of feeling 
hard to deal with composing sentences before they notice the resistance and hardship of 
writing, if they practice this method of writing.
Key words : Awareness of the form of writing, utilization of the oral composition, 
composition what one did
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